Biomedical Graduate Students and Postdocs

Interested in non-academic careers? Something in industry? Government? Other areas?

Invest in yourself and join MSU BEST, an NIH-funded professional development program for post-docs and graduate students in bioscience and engineering.

To learn more, or to apply to become part of the MSU BEST program, see www.best.msu.edu.

Plan Your Career
Over 60% of biomedical PhDs work outside academe: what do YOU want to do?

Learn Scientific Communication
Tell your stories well and to diverse audiences

Practice Wellness
Navigate your world with health and purpose

Work with an amazing team
Your mentor, peers, and BEST leaders work together to support YOUR goals

Understand how You work
Use proven metrics and frameworks to promote YOUR vision of success

Experience Career Externships
Test out areas of career interest in Innovation/Technology, Legal, Government and Public Relations, Regulatory Affairs and Academic Externships!